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Abstract1
Irish Sign Language (ISL), an indigenous language of Ireland, is recognized by the European Union as a
natural language. It is a language separate from the other languages used in Ireland, including English, Irish,
and, in Northern Ireland, British Sign Language. Some 5,000 Deaf people use ISL. Across the EU, the
average Deaf person leaves school with a reading age of 8.5 to 9 years. Deaf people are the most
under-represented of all disadvantaged groups at 3rd level. This poses challenges: (1) getting Deaf people
into third level; (2) presenting education in an accessible form; 3) describing, in a scientific form, the
grammar of Irish Sign Language, in particular, the linguistic description of the phonological-morphological
interface in ISL, and 4) understanding and describing the linguistic and cultural background of the Deaf
Experience in Ireland. Back in 2005, two Irish colleges, Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and the Institute for
Technology Blanchardstown Dublin (ITB) started a partnership to create a unique elearning environment
based on MOODLE for delivering of Deaf Studies programmes at TCD. This partnership delivers 3rd level
programmes to students while maximizing multi-functional uses of digital assets across the 3rd level
curriculum. Since then, we have built a considerable repertoire of digital assets including a corpus of ISL,
the ‘Signs of Ireland Corpus’ which is one of the largest, most richly annotated in the world. We have
operated online delivery since 2005. This project now has its own website at http://www.deafstudies.eu/sif/
and details the significant research successes achieved to date under the SIF II funding and since we initially
started our collaboration many years ago. The project has delivered programmes using blended learning,
optimally maximizing ICT in the teaching and learning of ISL. It is important to note that there are currently
no other universities delivering Deaf Studies programmes with this degree of online content internationally.
The programme and its associated research are innovative in its guiding philosophy, its focus on linguistic
analysis, Deaf Cultural analysis and its use of rich media and digital content. Signed languages are natural
visual-gestural languages, which do not have a written form. Consequently, online content must be
multi-modal with SL rich-media learning objects. Specific serious and important challenges include:
•

Universal design in an online curriculum for Deaf students

•

Identifying what aspects of ISL learning can best be supported and assessed online

•

Producing an accurate and detailed Irish Sign Language linguistic description of the
morphosyntactic-phonological interfaces

•
1

Understanding and describing the linguistic and cultural background of the Deaf Experience in Ireland
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•

Investigating the potential for creating Irish Sign language Avatars in software

A range of doctoral studies are linked to this project, initially focused on the deployment of digital learning
objects for online delivery of Deaf Studies. Later, we addressed issues in 1) the actual linguistic description
of the phonological-morphological interface in ISL and 2) the Deaf Experience in Ireland through a
sociolinguistic research study of Deaf-hearing bilingual and bicultural interactions. This important
sociolinguistic research explores the linguistic and cultural background of the communicational behaviour of
ISL. This paper reports on our research work and experiences focusing on achievements, research outputs
and successes.
Keywords: Irish Sign Language (ISL), Deaf Studies, Signs of Ireland Corpus, higher education, educational
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1. BACKGROUND
Irish Sign Language (ISL) is a language separate from the other languages used in Ireland, including English, Irish,
and, in Northern Ireland, British Sign Language and is an indigenous language of Ireland. In 2005, to initiate this
project, two Dublin-based institutions of higher education, Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and the Institute of
Technology Blanchardstown, Dublin (ITB) partnered to create a unique teaching and learning environment based on
blended learning principles and using MOODLE for the delivery of Deaf Studies degree programmes in one of the
partner colleges, TCD. Now, at the end of this project, this partnership delivers third level programmes to students in a
way that resolves problems of time, geography and access, with significant multi-functional use of digital assets across
our programmes. Our digital assets include a corpus of ISL, the ‘Signs of Ireland Corpus’, which is one of the largest,
most richly annotated in the world. We have operated online delivery since 2005, hosted by ITB, and in early 2008 we
were fortunate to attract significant Irish government funding to expand delivery of a series of undergraduate degree
level programmes under the Irish Government Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF) Cycle II. A key goal of this project was
the delivery of blended learning with innovative deployment of ICT in the teaching and learning of ISL. Thus, this
programme and its associated research was, since its inception, cutting edge in innovation and in its philosophy, with
rich content and rich digital media learning objects. Signed languages, by their nature, are visual-gestural languages,
which (unlike spoken languages) do not have a written form. Given this, the online content is required to be
multi-modal in nature and we utilize rich-media learning objects in our delivery. This presents a number of serious and
important challenges. Specific challenges include (1):
(1) Specific project challenges
1.

Universal design in an online curriculum for Deaf students

2.

Identifying what aspects of ISL learning can best be supported and assessed online

3.

Managing issues of assessment, including signed language interpreting skills, in an elearning context

4.

Producing a detailed Irish Sign Language linguistic description of the morphosyntactic-phonological
interfaces

5.

Understanding and describing the linguistic and cultural background of the Deaf Experience in Ireland

6.

Investigating the potential for creating Irish Sign language Avatars in software

The partnership between Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and Institute for Technology Blanchardstown Dublin (ITB) has
successfully allowed the creation of a Moodle-based elearning environment for the delivery of Deaf Studies

programmes at TCD. Additionally, this partnership has provided significant research into the issues noted in (1).

2.

IRISH SIGN LANGUAGE, THE DIGITAL CORPUS AND ITS ANNOTATION

Irish Sign Language is used by some 5,000 Irish Deaf people as their preferred language (Matthews 1996) while it is
estimated that some 50,000 non-Deaf people also know and use the language to a greater or lesser extent (Leeson
2001). The Signs of Ireland corpus is part of the Languages of Ireland programme at the School of Linguistic, Speech
and Communication Sciences, TCD. It comprises data from Deaf Irish Sign Language (ISL) users across Ireland in
digital form, and has been annotated using ELAN, a software programme developed by the Max Planx Institute,
Nijmegan. The corpus is housed at the Centre for Deaf Studies, a constituent member of the School. Modern
information technology has opened the way for the development of digital corpora for signed languages. However, it is
important to note that signed languages are articulated in three dimensional space, using not only the hands and arms,
but also the head, shoulders, torso, eyes, eye-brows, nose, mouth and chin to express meaning and this leads to highly
complex, multi-linear, potentially dependent tiers that need to be coded and time-aligned. The corpus currently consists
of data from over 50 signers aged between 18 and 65 from 5 locations across the Republic of Ireland. It includes male
and female signers, all of whom had been educated in a school for the Deaf in Dublin (St. Mary’s School for Deaf Girls
or St. Joseph’s School for Deaf Boys). None were sign language teachers, as we wished to avoid the collection of data
from signers who had a highly conceptualized notion of ‘correct’ or ‘pure’ ISL. The use of ISL was acquired it before 6
years of age.
ISL does not have a written form, so there is no standard code for recording it. While some established transcription
keys exist (HamNoSys, Sign Writing, Stokoe Notation), none of these are compatible with ELAN and none are fully
developed for ISL. ELAN allows for the stream of signed language data to run in a time-aligned fashion with the
annotations, but a key challenge is that any search function is only as good as the quality, consistency and accuracy of
the annotations that have been inputted. For example, several ISL signs may be informally glossed in the same way, but
the signs themselves are different, for example, WHAT (1), which is articulated using two hands, both taking an ‘L’
handshape, and having contact at c. locus. This is considered the ‘citation form’ of the sign. In contrast, WHAT (2) is
articulated on one hand, with the palm facing the signer. The middle finger wriggles a little in articulation. This is
considered to be an informal variant – for example, it would not usually be taught in a formal ISL class. The fact that
both of these signs are glossed in the same way demonstrates that any frequency count that would subsequently be
carried out using ELAN would not distinguish between the two on the basis of the gloss, WHAT, alone. Instead a global
count for WHAT (incorporating both variants) would result.

Figure 1: WHAT (1)

3.

Figure 2: WHAT (2)

USING THE CORPUS IN ELEARNING/ BLENDED LEARNING

The Signs of Ireland corpus is now successfully deployed in blended learning at the Centre for Deaf Studies in TCD
across a range of Irish Sign Language courses, including, for example, an introductory course focusing on the
linguistics and sociolinguistics of Irish Sign Language, and a final year course that focuses on aspects of translation
theory and interpreting research. The corpus exists on a client-side computer, typically an Apple iMac, and, in a
workshop lab setting (Nolan & Leeson 2009a, 2009b), students are provided with training in how to use ELAN in order
to leverage the corpus (see Figure 3). We have not been able to deploy the corpus online for a number of reasons, as
some of the challenges here were insurmountable involving data protection legislation, distribution rights, and
copyright and general access issues.

We have developed assessments to Council of Europe Common European Framework of Reference level B1
(productive/ expressive skill) and B2 (receptive/ comprehension skill) level for ISL. This includes a receptive skills test
that includes multiple choice questions linked to data taken from the Signs of Ireland corpus. The corpus data sits amid
other test items, which are outlined in Table (1) below. We also use the corpus as part of the continuous assessment of
students in our Introduction to the Linguistics and Sociolinguists of Signed Languages course where students are
required to engage with the corpus to identify frequency patterns, distribution of specific grammatical or sociolinguistic
features (e.g. lexical variation) and to draw on the corpus in preparing end of year essays.

Figure 3: A screen capture from the Signs of Ireland corpus
Test Item
Multiple Statements

Table 1: Sample ISL Receptive Test Using Digital Objects
Domain
Duration
Assessment Format
o Life Experience
1 1/2 minutes video
1. Visual images (10 items)
(10 minutes)

The Deaf Summer
Camp (SOI)

o
o
o

Life Experience
Travel
Deaf Current
Affairs

1 minute video
(10 minutes total)

1.
2.
3.
4.

MCQ
Paraphrase
True/False Qs
Pen & paper (10 items)

“My Goals”

o
o

Ambitions
Professional
Focus

1 minute video
(10 minutes total)

1.
2.
3.
4.

MCQ
Paraphrase
True/False Qs
Pen & paper (10 items)

In the Translation and Interpreting: Philosophy and Practice course, students engage with the corpus to explore issues
of collocational norms for ISL, look at the distribution of discourse features and features such as metaphor and
idiomatic expression (See Leeson 2008 for further discussion). To leverage the Signs of Ireland corpus within the
learning environment, we initially began by determining the functional requirements with respect to how the

application was to be used by both students and academics in the blended learning context. This proved to be a good
design approach. At the moment, Moodle is fully populated with a wide variety of modules delivered within the suite
of CDS undergraduate programmes. The Signs of Ireland digital corpus is tagged in ELAN. We have traditional
classroom and blended delivery of content. The present programme architecture (Figure 4) achieves a coherent
integration through the use of information technology, the Internet and a blended learning approach.

4.

ONLINE ARCHITECTURE FOR SIGNED LANGUAGE LEARNING

Planning was continually required with respect to the deployment architecture and framework (Nolan & Leeson
2009c). We have completed a full analysis of: a) the types of learning objects required for each lecture for each of the
programme’s modules and b) number and type of items. This has lead to the creation of hundreds of digital learning
objects, mostly module and class specific signed videos that can be played in real-time online. Our initial base
assumption on target client devices for Moodle access was standard browsers (Safari, Firefox, etc.) on Internet aware
laptops and desktops. We did not foresee the iPad explosion and now, of course, this is a factor in our thinking. We
found that in a number of instances we have used Flash and will need to convert to HTML5 to remain standards based
within the IT industry, as we as device neutral.
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Figure 4: The integrated blended learning and teaching model
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Figure 5: Learning object (LO) components as a unit within a module

Figure 6: A MOODLE Screenshot from the ITB hosted site

Figure 7: A MOODLE Screenshot from an ITB hosted site of some of the available courses

5. ASSESSMENT OF DEAF STUDENTS – PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
Assessment is an important consideration in any educational context and is an important metric of quality within the
educational process. Typically, many different types of assessment are discussed within the blended learning
environment from the traditional essay and frequently used pop quiz to multi choice question. In our environment
however, we prefer to take a more philosophical, and hopefully, innovative approach that takes due cognisance of the
Deaf modality used by our students in their communications, and support Deaf culture as best we can. This approach
provides challenges and difficulties, especially within an online environment, for the delivery of modules to our Deaf
students. For us, within this context, there are a number of factors (2) of considerable importance in motivating the
relationship between learning and assessment.
(2) The relationship between learning and assessment – important factors
a.

The nature and structure of the assessment tasks for ISL that appropriately direct students’ effort within the
language.

b.

The characteristics of feedback that make it helpful in promoting ISL language learning.

c.

The kinds of involvement by students in the assessment process itself that can lead students developing the

capacity to evaluate the quality of their own work. This is a capacity that will become essential in their later
professional lives.
Formative assessment is used to aid learning. In our educational setting, it is used to provide feedback to a student on
their work. It is not generally used for grading purposes. Formative assessment is intended to inform students how to
improve their learning. A formative assessment can be any task that provides feedback to students on their learning
achievements. The emphasis in formative assessment is in encouraging more understanding in the students in relation
to their strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in knowledge. We recognise that formative assessment, especially with larger
groups of students, can be time consuming for the lecturer/tutor, and, as they do not lead to credits for ‘passing a
module’, they are used less often than summative assessments. Summative assessment and evaluation, in contrast,
refers to the assessment of the learning and it summarises the development of learners at a particular time. The purpose
of assessment in our environment is indicated in (3).
(3) Purpose of assessment
a.

To assist student learning

b.

To identify students strengths and weaknesses

c.

To assess the effectiveness of a particular instructional strategy

d.

To assess and improve the effectiveness of curriculum programmes

e.

To assess and improve teaching effectiveness

f.

To provide data that assist in decision making

g.

To communicate with our student community

Additional considerations clearly apply when one considers that the modality with Deaf students is different. By
default, one thinks of assessment one thinks of spoken and written texts and tasks. However, with our students learning
about Deaf culture and Irish Sign language, the majority are from Deaf backgrounds and many have ISL as their native
L1 language. English for many is a second language. When Deaf students have English as an L2, it is employed via a
written modality and not in a spoken one. The challenge then is to incorporate appropriate assessment, both formative
and summative, into the blended learning environment for our Deaf and hearing ISL students. We are guided by best
practice and are influenced by considerations (4) of Blooms taxonomy (Bloom 1956). In reality, this is a huge
challenge and, at present we have not completely solved it yet.

We use, at the moment, traditional assessment methods that are based on face to face approaches for testing, for

example, both the competence and performance of an ISL language user in the use of their of the productive lexicon of
ISL. Within the Moodle environment we do make use of ‘pop quizzes’ as appropriate within a set of learning objects.
We employ best practice to our approach to assessment of language skills in our classes with respect to ISL. In
particular, we implement Blooms taxonomy in our assessment strategies of the various modules for ISL learning, ISL
production and comprehension, and language interpreting.
(4) The levels of Blooms taxonomy (based on Bloom 1956)
a.

Knowledge: Recalling the material one has learned (including facts, principles, steps in a sequence).

b.

Comprehension: Understanding the material and being able to explain what one knows.

c.

Application: Be able to use the material in new situations and apply concepts, principles, rules, theories and
laws to find solutions to new problems that have not been seen before.

d.

Analysis: Be able to disassemble information and identify relationships between constituent parts

e.

Synthesis: Be able to compositionally and creatively assemble information.

f.

Evaluation: Be able to use what one knows about a subject area to make critical judgments.

Developing an assessment model, based on best pedagogical practice as appropriate to our online blended learning
environment, proved difficult due to the needs for testing a students production and comprehensive in ISL. This
remained labour intensive but we utilised digital cameras to the fullest extent to record assessments for offline marking.

6.

MOVING FORWARD TO STUDENT SUCCESS

Our Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF II) Deaf Studies project was scoped for a three-year window, which commenced in
2009. A challenging plan has been created to yield teaching and learning innovation with infrastructure changes as
achievements and a repository of digital assets as well, of course, as the provisioning of a four-year degree in Deaf
Studies; ISL Teaching, and ISL/English Interpreting. We have completed our analysis phase of identifying the learning
objectives of each lecture/teaching unit and its themes on a week-by-week basis for each of the modules taught in all
programmes years. For example, week 1, teaching unit 1 has learning objectives LO1, LO2 and LO3, etc. across the
various lectures. Typically, this equates with the lecture plan rolled out over a semester. We have made explicit the
learning objectives of each of these teaching units such that each objective may be supported by a number of learning
objects (Figure 5). For example, as we indicate in Figure 6, the module ‘An Introduction to the Linguistics and
Sociolinguistics of Signed Languages’ is delivered over two semesters totalling 24 weeks with 24 2-hour lectures over
the academic year. These learning objects form a composite teaching unit and are made up of different media types. A
composite teaching unit, therefore, includes the lecture notes (.pdf or .ppt), Moodle quizzes and exercises, video data of
signing interactions in, for example, Apple QuickTime format, and ELAN digital corpora. This is done for all modules
across all of the semester teaching weeks, for each of the 4 years of the degree programme and represents a significant

achievement in blended learning.

7. EVOLVING THE FRAMEWORK
Linked to the assessment plan is our plan for collaboration with students within an online collaborative model within
our framework. While we have discussed the difficulties of assessment in real-time within the Deaf modality for ISL
language learning, another goal was to evolve the learning framework to communicate with the ISL user as
interactively as possible using ISL online. When a Deaf user sees a traditional webpage it is in a written language such
as English. It is very rare that a user will encounter a signed language on a web site. Subject to funding being available
in the future, our goal is to evolve to a point where we can present information in signed form, that is, natively in Irish
Sign language.
Using the technical skills in ITB, we have developed an extension to Moodle (Figure 8) to provide a technical solution
to facilitate these in-screen sign language movies as learning objects. The ubiquitous availability of HD video recording
and playback means that we now need to be able in the future to record at the highest possible resolution. However, we
will determine network bandwidth requirements for different resolutions and file sizes of these learning object movies.

We are gaining an understanding of the student experience of these digital learning objects within the learning
environment. We have started to extend his philosophy in action with the resources website (see figure 9) at
http://www.deafstudies.eu/sif/ . This may, in the fullness of time, be achieved via an avatar using machine translation
and sign language generation strategies but, in the near term, we envisage that video movies with particular messages
(perhaps also used as learning objects) will at least be provided. We need to evolve towards this and, again, significant
technical issues need to be resolved to do with the provision and hosting of a server, backup of materials on the site,
creation and editing of the signed language movies with an appropriate video resolution to ensure playback quality for
comprehension. Significant finances are required to achieve this too.

Figure 8: Our Moodle plug-in allows the playing of sign language movies as learning objects

Figure 9: The website of resources and links - http://www.deafstudies.eu/sif/

8. SUMMARY
In this paper we have discussed the challenges and problems of delivering deaf studies curricula at third level in Ireland
and some of our achievements and successes. Our successes and achievements include the creation of the blended
learning architecture and the population of the digital learning object content for the 4 years of the degree programme,
accessible via Moodle. This involves hundreds of digital videos crafted as learning objects and online accessible. We
have build the Signs of Ireland corpus and continue, successfully, with ongoing work to deliver Irish Sign Language
teaching and learning online through the MOODLE learning management system. We indicated how we leverage the
corpus within our unique framework for blended learning, which is situated in an online architecture to support signed
language learning. Complex issues of assessment in an elearning context have also been addressed along with
collaboration within out integrated model.

We have made significant progress too in the linguistic description of ISL at the interfaces between syntax, morphology
and sign phonology. This work on the linguistic description of ISL aims to deliver a cognitive-functional analysis of the
phonology-morphology interface in ISL, of aspects of the structure of the lexicon in Irish Sign Language (ISL) with a
special focus on location. The research brings information on the phonetics and phonology in ISL and the structure of
lexical signs, e.g. by showing how iconicity influences word formation in the language. Signs are built up of four basic
units or parameters. These are: 1) handshape, that is, the shape of the fingers and thumb; 2) location, includes the
location in space or on the signer’s body where the sign is articulated; 3) movement, includes the path movement of
hands and arms in space and an internal movement of the fingers and/or thumb; 4) orientation, involves the orientation
of the hands, for example, the facing of the palm upwards, downwards etc. These parameters can operate as
distinguishing units between the meanings of two or more signs and can, in those cases, be considered parallel to
phonemes in spoken languages. Non-manual features are the fifth parameter in a sign and, as such, include 5)
movement of mouth, eyes, eyebrows, head, body trunk and shoulders. Non-manual units, however, more often function
on the syntactic level marking, for example, questions and or on the morphological level bearing information about
manner and degree, among other things. Signs are either a part of the established lexicon or the productive lexicon.
Signs in the established lexicon have been referred to as core signs. These signs are most often nouns and can be
translated into English without difficulty. The core signs do not need any context to elucidate the meaning but can stand
on their own. Signs in the productive lexicon, however, are not a part of the permanent lexicon but are created ‘on the
spot’ when needed.
We also have significant research undertaken on the dynamics of discourse between ISL participants in the context of
authentic Deaf culture. This research has as its focus the Deaf Experience in Ireland and, as such, is a sociolinguistic
research of Deaf-hearing bilingual and bicultural interactions concentrating on the contact communication strategies of
Irish Deaf people in interactions with hearing people. This sociolinguistic research aims to explore the linguistic and
cultural background of the communicational behaviour of Irish Sign Language (ISL) using Deaf individuals through
the approach of ethnography of communication.
As a separate line of research, technical work has started the possibility of designing and building a linguistically
motivated ISL signing avatar (Murtagh 2011), based on the RRG linguistic model (Van Valin 2005, Van Valin &
LaPolla 1997). RRG takes language to be a system of communicative social action, and accordingly, analysing the
communicative functions of grammatical structures (Nolan 2011, 2012) plays a vital role in grammatical description
and theory from this perspective. It is planned to use RRG as the linguistic ‘engine’ in this development (Nolan and

Salem 2011) of a computational framework for an embodied conversational agent (ECA) for ISL.
As this project has come to its funded end of life we realise that there is still much work to be done. We aim to develop
the work achieved so far into other areas of significance by extending our research into the areas of conversational
agent and avatar development, evaluating the use of facial expression as a means to improve realism in synthesised sign
language avatars and more advanced linguistic description of ISL as these are the areas of strategic importance moving
forward.
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